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Ambulance Service Squelched»
Now Provided By City-County
BY KOBKRTBABBAGR
Kttitor

Ambulance service will no
longer be provided by the
University it -was announced
Tuesday by Dr. J.C. Powell,
vice
president
for
administration.
Emergency medical transportation will now be provided
by the City-County Ambulance
Service at a cost of $25 per trip
to Pattie A. Clay Infirmary on
the bypass.
After a recent Progress
editorial was critical of the
service, an opinion of the
Kentucky Attorney General
sought by the school said the
University was not required to
give ambulance service, but
would have to meet state
regulations if the service was
provided.

University Counsel John
Palmore recently informed the
administration of a statute
enacted by the 1972 General
Assembly calling for licensing
of ambulances and strict
requirements concerning
equipment and training of
ambulance operators.
"The" Division of Safety and
Security is in no position to meet
these requirements and could
not meet the requirements in
the future without the expenditure of a large sum of
money," Dr. Powell said.
EKU students were included
in a census count that determined the financial participation of the City of Richmond in the City-County Service, Dr. Powell noted.
"It was the opinion of the
University Counsel that this

Senate Nominates Five
Honorary Doctorates

raised serious questions concerning the legality of the expenditure of funds by the
University to duplicate this
(City-County) service," Powell
added.
•/
In emergency situations or
when ambulances are needed,
the City-County Ambulance
Service should be contacted
directly. Their local telephone
number is 623-1331.
Persons using the service
must pay for it personally.
Student health insurance
policies purchased by some
during registration covers
ambulance charges up to $25 per
incident.
Due to the change, Dr. Powell
suggested members of the
University community review
their insurance coverage
regarding ambulance payment.

BY USA COLLINS
Staff Writer
At the Faculty Senate
meeting Monday the Committee
on Honorary Degrees, Dr. John
D.
Rowlett,
chairman,
recommended that Governor
Wendell Ford, Dr. Pauline Park
Wilson Knapp and Harland
Sanders be given the honorary
degrees of Doctor of Laws at the
May commencement.
Also Dr. Robert L. Nichols
and Dr. Russell I. Todd are to
receive
Doctor of Science
degrees at summer commencement. The finalized
approval for these recommendations must come from
the Board of Regents.
Grade Change Revised

'Greyhounds Are A Drag'

Hitchhiking Is A Way There
BYJOANCOTTONGIM
FeatureEditor

up because you have long hair,
some will, but it makes it hard
sometimes."
Linda Milliken's hitchin'
ability is much more successful.
"It's easy to get rides, but it's
hard to get out of a car," she
says. "If there's one girl,
perverts pick you up," she
continued. Linda usually likes
to hitch with another girl and
says that then "more guys pick
you up."

Going somewhere over spring
break? Taking turns driving
your car and sharing the gas?
Or how about flying? Maybe
taking a Greyhound? If you're an
independent soul you just may
be hitchin' and you may be out
for one of the most riskful yet
enjoyable experiences in your
life.
Types Of People Vary
Hitchhiking isn't easy. To be
People picking up these
able to tolerate the rejection,
range
from
perverts, weather, dangers, and hitchhikers
police, takes a special kind of "mother-father types," people
person. Randy Thwaites, wanting to be kept awake,
Donald Boling, and Linda some
lonely
on-the-road
Milliken seem to be able to fit the salesmen, to the basic type of
psychological role demanded of person who "wants to help you
out," says Donald.
hitchhikers.
Randy Thwaites says, "You
Randy echoes his feelings
stand for hours feeling restless, with "I kind of remember all of
empty and lost without a doubt them, they're all the same typethinking 'if they pick you up just more or less sympathic
they will, if they don't, they toward you.".Yet, not all feel
won't!" But excluding the inner this way. Randy . explained,
feelings, Randy does get picked "Some of the people look at you
up. Donald Boling sometimes funny. Some are afraid to pick
has problems.
up hitchhikers."
The excitement of the road
Sometimes Feel Lonely
develops
early. Randy's been
t
hitchin'
since
he was 13 or 14
Donald has stood two or three
years
old-he's
now 18. The
hours in one place without
start
of
thumbing
a ride begins
getting a ride. He says, "You
sometimes feel lonely but after out of lack of transportation.
a while you get used to it." The But Randy, now that he owns a
loneliness can be felt more car, feels, "Everyone drives a
acutely, especially if you car but it's different to set your
happen to have shoulder length own category and hitchhike."
hair as Donald does. He
For Donald, who used to hitch
stressed, "Some won't pick you from Richmond to Cincinnati,

Thumb It

Some students travel via the
thumb. Hitchhiking can be a
risky hobby but nevertheless
interesting.

the reason is simple. He says, "I
just wanted the enjoyment out
of it." Linda, who has no car,
feels, "Greyhounds are a
drag," and when the money to
fly is scarce, how else is there
to get where you're going?
The places visited by these
three people are many and the
experiences are all unique.
Linda's farthest trip was from
Cincinnati to Columbus;
however, she plans to hitch to
New Orleans over spring break.
Also, she's hitched around St.
Louis and Cincinnati. Randy
has hitched home to Springfield,
Ohio from Richmond. From
Springfield, he's gone back and
forth to Columbus. But his
farthest trip is from Chicago to
Springfield.
"Chicago is a hassle" he says,
"In the rush hour, you're just.a
fixer, a light pole-another
dumb kid standing there."
To a New Orleans Rock Festival
was Donald's longest journey.
Yet, unlike Linda ariti Randy,
Donald had two friends along.
The people, on the road, were
nice to them to the extent of
"taking us into their houses and
letting us sleep plus giving us
food."
Some Are Not Considerate

Still all people aren't as
considerate. Randy says, "I
worry about being shot, stabbed
or dumped out." Once he got in
a car, looked over his shoulder
and saw a shotgun and a pistol.
Then Randy says, "I started
shaking and sweet talking
him."
"On interstates people pick
you up to get rides but around
the city, there are other things
on their minds," says Linda.
She never hitches by herself
because "there are too many
perverts." Linda once met an
outlaw while hitchin'. She
described him as "not really
human, but just sort of an
outlaw- a really strange person."
Both Randy and Donald have
had
experiences
with
homosexuals. Randy says,
"Some dude picked me up from
Dayton to Springfield. He told
me to not forget to buckle my
seat belt. Then he asked it i was
gay; we stopped at a stoplight
and I got out."
Penalized By Fine
A similar experience was felt
by Donald. He related. "In
Mobile.
Alabama.
three
homosexuals tried to pick up
my friend and me. One guy
grapped my friend and tried to
take him to his place."
In Kentucky, hitchhiking is
penalized by a fine, not less than
$10 nor more than-$100, according *©I)ispatcher William
Middleton of the Kentucky State
Police. Kentucky- Revised
"Statute 189-570. subsection of 7.
relates the following involving
hitchhiking: "No person shall
stand in a roadway for the
purpose of soliciting a ride from
the operator of any private
vehicle." Randy. Linda, and
Donald all have been stopped by
police, none have been fined,
(continued- On Page Eight)
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Gathering Of Sorts

As sunny skies and balmy breezes blessed the
campus many students renewed their
spring fever vigil in the ravine.
*_

The Council on Academic
Affairs, of which Dr. Rowlett is
also
(acting)
chairman,
presented several recommendations. The Department of
Biological Sciences has outlined
the curriculum for a Bachelor of
Science
Degree in
environmental, resources.
The rationale for this is that
"demand for employment for
graduates was four times
greater for students trained in
more generralized ecological
study than the specialized..."
Also a Bachelor of Science in
Microbiology was presented.
According to the department,
employment opportunities in
this field are "favorable."
A revision in the procedure
for a grade change was ap
proved. A grade change can
come only after a letter grade is
"initiated by the professor,
reviewed by the department
chairman, and sent to the dean
of the college for review." If the
dean approves the change is
sent to the Registrar.
Part of the academic affairs
business dealt with an optional
policy on transfer of credits and
grade points from accredited

colleges.
There
was
disagreement among the
senators concerning 'physical
education credits. This matter
was referred back to the
Council on Academic Affairs for
further review.
New Graduate Curriculum
For students who have "an
excessive number" of exams on
one day, there is hope. Any
student may now request the
college dean to re-schedule one
or more of the exams.
The
Department
of
Elementary
Education
presented a purposed new
graduate curriculum with an
area emphasis in Early
Childhood Education. One plan
calls for 30 hours and the second
for 40 hours of early education
credit.
From the Department of
Men's Physical Education
came a curriculum for athletic
(raining for men and women,
and a curriculum for athletic
coaching for men. Also approved was a program for the
coaching endorsement of a
secondary teaching certificate
for women.
Petitions Submitted
A proposal came from the
Freshman Composition
Committee for a GSE 105
Honors English. It will go into
effect next fall and is good for
three hours by exam "for GSE
101 upon successful completion
of GSE 105 which will be taken
in lieu of GSE 102." It will be
open to freshmen honors
students with a "C" average or
better.
Two petitions for new student
organizations by the Committee
on Student Organizations and
Activities, Dr. John M. Long,
chairman, were presented.
Both Lamba Sigma Omicron, a
librarian
fraternity
and
Explorer Post 634, an exploring
group received approval.

Founders Day Honors Campus History
The graduating classes have
When Eastern observes its
annual Founders Day Wed- experienced a consistent climb
nesday, March 21, it will be in numbers. In 1960, 899
honoring the architects and students received degrees from
engineers involved in the ex- Eastern, compared to the
pansion of the University's record 2,275 awarded the 1972
physical plant during the past 13 class.
The University has awarded
years.
24,034
degrees in its history, and
In those years more than
three dozen major new construction projects-and many
thorough renovations-have
elevated the worth of the
campus from $7 million to just
more than $100 million.
But, it would be hard to argue
that growth in other areas of the
University has been less impressive.
For every new building there
have been five new academic
programs. In 1959-60 there were
but 26 degree programs offered
at Eastern. This fall students
could enroll in 171 major degree
programs, ranging from twoyear associate-of-arts curricula
to a joint doctoral degree
program in education.
Faculty growth to serve this
proliferation of programs has
also been dramatic...both in
terms of
numbers and
qualifications.
The 1959-60
faculty totaled 126. some 23.8
per cent of whom held the
earned doctorate. This years
faculty numbers 508. more than
half of whom hold the doctorate.
The numbers of students
served by th#» University has
increased proportionally to the
other'areas of growth, and.is
evidenced by two things--,
enrollment and graduates. "■,
Enrollment has jumped more
than Ulree-foJ'1 -; TK. the 1959-fiO
year. Then 2.944'students were
enrolled at Eastern compared
to the 10.580 on-campus
students registered this year.
Eastern's student body has
become a cosmopolitan body as
well, with 114 Kentucky
counties. 44 states and 28
countries represented on the
350-acre main campus.

was the first, serving from 1906- the Founder's Day program Nordgulen, university chaplain,
1909. He was followed by Dr.
will give the invocation, and
John Grant Crabbe, 1910-1916;
At the 6:30 p.m. dinner dinner music will be offered by
Dr. Thomas J. Coates, 1916- marking the 67th anniversary of the Department of Music.
1928; Dr. Herman Lee Donovan, Eastern's founding as a state
Founders
Day
com1928-1941; Dr. W.F. O'Donnell, institution, the architects and memorates the signature jn 1906
1941-60; and Dr. Robert R. engineers who designed campus by Governor J.C.W. Beckham
buildings constructed since 1960 of a legislative act creating
Martin, 1960-present.
A reception at 6 p.m. in will be presented the EKU Eastern Kentucky State Normal School from which the
University evolved.
The public is invited to attend
the dinner and a reception in the
Keen Johnson Building at 6 p.m.
Tickets are on sale at the
cashier's window in the Coates
Building and at the Chamber of
Commerce office in the Glyndon
Hotel.
Eastern is preparing to begin
celebration July 1, of the 100th
anniversary of the establishment of higher education on its
campus, dating to the founding
of Central University in 1874.
In 1922 Eastern became a
four-year school known as
Eastern Kentucky State Normal School and Teachers
College. The first four-year
degrees were awarded in May,
1925.
The name was changed to
Eastern
Kentucky State
College in 1930 and the graduate
program leading to the master.,
of arts in education degree was
initiated in 1935. The legislature
removed the word "Teachers"
from the name in 1948 and on
Feb. 26, 1966, Gov. Edward t.
Breathitt signed into law a bill
making Eastern a university.

Eastez^r- Six Presidents
15.509 of thosj? have come since
1960. More than half of
Eastern's graduates have been
certified to teach in Kentucky's
public schools.
Six presidents have served
Eastern during the years since
1906. Dr. Ruric Nevel Hoark

Walnut Hall of the Keen
Johnson Building will precede
the dinner.in the banquet hall.
Donald Bradshaw. FranKtort.
commissioner of the state's
Executive Department oi
Administration and Finance,
will be the main speaker at

Board of Regents award.
Bradshaw will slao receive the
Regents award.
Dr. Robert R. Martin,
Eastern president, will preside
at the program and present the
award plaques to about two
dozen honorees Dr. George S.

Have A' ±
*

Happy, Safe
Spring Break
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The Year Of The Vote

Students Urged To Consider Voting In Madison County
Students can now put more into
Richmond than money; they can vote,
and that may out-talk the mighty
dollar.
A local official recently privately
berated his colleagues and suggested
that a more intelligent electorate
might yield a more responsible group
of office holders. A large student vote
might well be that shot in the arm local
politics needs.
All Kentuckians must re-register this
year in an effort to streamline the
voter rolls. Students may register in
their college town where they reside
for the good part of four years.

With some 700 Eastern students
registered in Richmond's precinct 6A,
the ball may already be rolling that
will eventually chase a few dogs off the
playing field downtown and back to the
bleechers where they belong.
Where an individual votes seems to
be a personal decision. There are those
who feel Eastern students have no
place in the local voting booth, and
certainly many students will prefer
voting "back home". Hopefully they
will vote with integrity at the neighborhood polls.
But the case for EKU students seeing

March 21 Founders Day Offers Chance
To Pause With Pride And Set Goals
The prophets once pictured Eastern
as a small teacher's school, and
thought the building program of the
campus was complete as of 1940. Let
that be a lesson to those who would
predict the future.
Even the current planners of the
University responsible for its most
recent growth must be at least a bit
amazed as we pause March 21 to
reflect on the path the school has
followed. The event is Founders Day.
Statistics on academics tell a
powerful story. Some thirteen years
ago there were. 20 baccaleaureate
programs at Eastern. Now there are
81. There are presently 25 associate
degrees awarded; where in 1960 no
such programs existed.
The story goes on and on. The six
graduate programs in education are
now included in a master's plan with a
total of 57degrees offered in 31 fields.
Two specialist's degrees are now
available and a joint doctorate can be
earned.
The expansion of the physical plant
is evident. Even as these words take
their place on the page the sounds of
construction can be heard producing
visions of still another building.
Beyond the many numbers and the
enrollment list surpassing 10,000 it is
hopeful that the individual lives of the
many who make up Eastern are seen
and appreciated. The faculty, with
over4 half now holding earned doc-

torates; the administration and staff,
and the years of dedication' the
students-for whom the University
exists.
March 21, 1973 should be a thoughtfilled-day-one of happiness, evaluation
and re-dedication for the future.

We like to see Eastern grow, but
sometimes we can't see the buildings
for the trees.

ie|er- Car lo n

Be Patient! We'll Get 'Em On The Way Ouil

** conscience "
Don't Blame The Bookstore
BY ROBERT BABBAGE
Editor

Publishers and faculty members
largely determine the high cost of
textbooks. The bookstore gets the
blame, but the facts show otherwise.
Rarely will a bookstore make a profit
on the sale of textbooks, and the store
has almost nothing to do with price

^►READER'S VIEWPOINTS^
Apologizes and Explains
I would like to apologize for my use of the term
'idocy' in a statement quoted by the Progress in
the March 1 issue which, the commenting on
homosexuality, read "It is idiocy to say it's
wrong on moral grounds." Since many intelligent people object to homesexuality on
moral grounds it is in bad taste and incorrect to
refer to them with the term id^"
My intention, when being interviewed concerning this subject, was to point out that since
homosexuality is recognized widely as being
caused by conditions beyond the control of the
individual, it is extremely unwise to blame or
morally condemn the condition and better to
tryto understand and help. In fact, it is believed
widely that moral condemnation is one casual
factor m homosexuality. I would like to make it
clear, however, that the statements attributed to
me are indeed mine, and are not intended to
represent the opinions of anyone but myself.
Calvin J.Tolar
Director
Counseling Center

Former Editor Comments

See Much Mo(o)re?

Richmond as "home" is indeed strong.
Students spend an average bf $3.50
daily off campus. Student gas tanks,
appetites and wardrobe acquisition
provides local commerce with a
tremendous input-about $10 million a
year.
Traditional town vs. college rivalry^
notwithstanding, we need each other. ^J
Although the campus is a city within a
city, our faculty certainly shares in the
growth of the community through
taxes and local life. Students, too, are a
central part of the whole.
With the time for re-registration at
hand, each student should examine the
situation closely. There is more at
stake then merely local voting as
opposed to home. Candidates are free
to campaign on campus, and students
should be willing to actively support
the persons they will vote for.
So the Progress sees this as a serious
question. It is hoped that students will
register locally and become serious
about the privilege and power that
involves.
Voters can register at the Madison
County Court house on Main Street.

First off. may I commend the editor on the
status with which he is regarded in the paper's
new rival publication. I have always thought, as
I am sure almost everyone else has, that the
Progress is a student publication, but now I find
in the rival paper that the Progress is Babbage's
paper. Just think? The student fees and advertising income are being used to print a
college publication which is being monopolized
by one person and his puppets. The thought of
such reasoning is too absurd to even be
humorous. It is unfair to the student body and the
remainder of a responsible, hard-working staff.
The second point concerns a statement the
editor reportedly made at Monday night's
special session of the Student Senate, He said
that no letter to the Progress had not been
printed while he has been editor. It is a known
fact that two letters in opposition to the editorial
content and slanted news coverage of this
semester's p^per were not printed in the March 1
issue, while on the other hand, a letter in praise
of the editor was published. Makes one wonder
about the credibility of the editor.
And finally in the front page story "Martin
Explains Progress's Absence" the-information »
was slanted to the extent that it was not a news
story at all. but rather n commentary that has no
- place on a *iews page. In tha'&w? ~* • Martin
^aid that nothing was <ver deleted from the
paper and no one ever read it before publication.
.Take it from a former editor. Dr. Martin's words
were the truth despite accusations from other
individuals.
The editor responded that he was told in an
August issue to keep Chuck Kelhoffers name out
of a headline. I would like the truth to be known
on this matter so that it does not appear that tlje
Progress is censored (as seemed to be the intent

of tne "news'' story). I, as editor, made the
decision to delete Mr. Kelhoffer's name. I told no
one, even Babbage did not know about it until he
asked. The story, despite my instructions was
written in a manner that sensationalized the role
of the Student Association president. The story
was to have been on the plans and accomplishments of the Student Association and
not of its president.
I dislike having to resort to these tactics, but it
is about time that someone told what some of the
situations are really like. It is impossible to
stand bjrand watch the irresponsibility of just a
few people make a mockery out of the entire
paper

Editor, Fall 1972
Jack D. Frost
Circle Drive
Richmond

Disputes Evidence
On page eight of your March 1,1973 edition in a
story entitled "False Alarms Trigger
Investigation," Mr. Gullette stated that
O'Donnell Hall had twelve fire alarms during the
fall semester.
This statement is completely without substance. I do not know the source of your
erroneous statement, but I would have been
happy to set the record straight had your writer
attempted to verify this statistic.
O'Donnell Hall has not had a fire alarm during
the 1972-73 academic year. I would appreciate
you correcting this information not only in your
records, but in print also.
David M Morgan
Residence Director
O'Donnell Hall
All figures about false fire alarms were taken
from the official records of the University
committee which recently completed their study
of the fire alarm situation.

Progress Complimented
I feel that at this time I must compliment the
Progress. The Progress has finally gained the
courage to speak out against this University and
this city. The Progress has begun to blaze a trail
that has never been blazed before. The Progress
continues to depict the University as it is.
In the past, tne nogress has seldom attempted to buck the system, but this year's
Progress has not only bucked the system, but
has displayed thatjFeedom of speech and
freedom of the pressas layed down in the Constitution of the United States prevails among all
citizens, whether students,-faculty, oi administration.
•
,._-•
. .
Thus-1 "feel that the Progress has finally
• reached the pbi..v upon wliieh*1', has •fc^ime thfe
voice of the students and' not of the administration. Therefore, I compliment the
Progress and hope that it continues to depict
things as they are.
Palmer Durham
Box 206 Dupree

Questions Review
on

I feel the fine arts critique in the March 1 issue
Dandelion Wine was in extremely poor

taste. In view of the fact that this was Mr.
Robinette's first major production on the EKU
campus, I think Miss Dotson could have done
more than criticize the play. Also, since Mr.
Robinette has had much more training and
experience than Miss Dotson, I feel that her
opinion was more personal than valid.
I saw the play and enjoyed it immensely,
especially realizing the problems of the
production going into Pearl Buchanan Theatre
only two weeks prior to opening. I had no trouble
understanding the cutting or relating to the
problems of a boy in 1928.
I am not in the Drama Department, so this
letter is not in my own defense. But I have
worked in drama for six years so my opinion is
not uneducated either.
One final comment, a woman who played with
the original cast of Lil' Abner as Mammy Yokum
on Broadway for years saw the play and commented, that it was "One of the best reader's
theatre I've seen in years-."
Terri Takacs Branson
Clay Hall

Analyzes Kirby Editorial
Once upon a time, a long time ago, I, too, was
the editor of a college paper. The basic rules of
effective, honest writing and editing have not
changed in the last ten years. We would not have
been allowed the luxury of the poor writing, and
the irresponsibility of innuendos and insinuations such as thosenhat appeared in the
article which appeared in your February 15th
issue regarding the candidacy for sheriff of Mr.
Harold Kirby.
I have met Mr. Kirby only once and I am not
"campaigning" in the active sense for his
candidacy. However, I do feel that the following
sentences which appeared in your article are
detrimental to any person who wishes to run for
any office on any level.
(1) The parallel which you draw in the sentence, "yet to complete a high school education"
is not consistent with "although completing the
expensive redecoration of his personal office."
The two sections have nothing to do with each
other. An individual's education has nothing to
do with redecorating his personal office except
as it reflects his personality.
(2) "that certain law and .order look'-Define
please. Don't leave us hanging. I suspect you are
referring to the Ford commercial featuring the
•southern cop." Please be a little more adult
than that.
<3> The paragraph referring to Mr. Kirby s
^desire to offer 24-hour^ervice'has nothing to do
with tfce wrecking of &juad cars. Speaking of
inconsistency, and, >v^yl^ you re-ai Unlearn tspell it.
(4) You make a very flat statement condemning Mr. McWhorter. This may be true.
However. I believe that you owe your'public, and
Mr. McWhorter and Mr. Kirby the courtesy of
either defining their unsuitability or of
refraining Irom such statements.
Marjorie Farris
Richmond Citizen

setting. The soaring costs of publishing
and the ordering habits of professors,
in effect, marks the price tag.
New books cost more than. old. As
faculty change texts used in class, out
go the cheaper used books and in come
the expensive new ones. The more
often the changes come , the more
students face higher prices.
If teachers would make the best use0
possible of older texts, then new books
would take their place on the shelves
less frequently. Funny as it may seem,.
even using the old books longer may
force costs up because it hurts the
publisher.
Publishers make the most money on
new books. When the re-sell cycle
begins the demand for new books dies
down. That puts the burden on the
publisher to make the money some
other way, usually resulting in keeping
prices high all the way around.
While faculty shou Id seek to use old
editions longer, publishers who continually update editions or drastically
increase prices are to be chided and
avoided.

Typesetting, binding, editing,
royalties, market fluctuations,
mishandling, freight costs, human
error: many factors lead to high book
prices. However, good judgement of
the faculty and publishers can make a
difference.
Above all, though, blaming the
bookstore for the strain on the checkbook doesn't reflect the truth of the
matter.

Sty? Eastern frogr^B
Published each Thursday during the
regular school year except for vacation
and examination periods at Eastern
Kentucky University by authority of the
Board of Regents through the Student
Publications Board Opinions expressed
herein are those of student edi tors or
other signed writers. These opinions do not
necessarily: represent the views of the
University. Advertising appearing within
this newspaper is intended to help the
reader buy. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported lo the
business manager, The Eastern Progress,
fourth floor, Jones Building. Second-class
postage paid at Richmond, Kentucky
40475.
Staff Writers:
Sharon Brock, Rebecca Burden, Keith
Carroll, Lisa Collins, Kathy Gallaher,
Wanda Hack, Jan Hensley, Julie Hoyt, Bob
Knight, Ron Messa, Kathi Monti', T.G
Moore, Jim Shepherd, Sue Smith, Bifi
Stapleton, Candy Wells, Louis WmTPat
WilsiB^^:"1'^, --,,* _nv,»i
:-r.g.

V

''Member:

Associated CollegidTe' Press Association
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
National Newspaper Service
<
Kentucky.
Intercollegiate
Press
Association
Represented for national advertising by
the National Education
Advertising Service, Inc, N.Y., NY.
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Despite Sentiment, Law Forbids Granting Of Amnesty

Eastern Through

r\

The Poet's Pen

BY JOHN NELSON
Editorial Assistant

Almost 200 years ago a group of men
stood up for what they believed, and
the result was the Constitution of the
United States of America. At that time
they had separated from one of the
most powerful nations in the worldEngland.
Thus, our country was founded by
revolution. Today, there exists a group
of men who are standing up for what
they believe. Revolution is probably
the farthest thing from their minds.
The draft resisters'main concern is
to return to their homeland, from
which they fled because of principles,
and make reaquaintances with their
families and friends.
However, one depressing fact
remains. There are many men who
served in Vietnam, who did so against
their own will.
It would be terribly unfair, in the
opinion of many, to grant full amnesty
to these "draft dodgers" when
thousands of unwilling soldiers risked
their lives for the same cause,
whatever that may be.
But is it really unfair? Can we permit
the insanity of this "political involvement" to override the honesty of
a handful of dedicated people?The
answer to both of these questions is no.
However, the Nixon administration
doesn't see it this way. At a news

'Chariots Of Gods'
».'■•

Challenges Mind
On reading Erich Von Daniken's
bestseller, CHARIOTS OF THE GODS,
one might start to believe in flying
saucers. This book challenges the mind
to believe in either unidentified flying
objects or God.
Daniken presents startling evidence
from ancient civilizations to back up
his theory that astronauts from other
worlds visited earth and were worshipped as gods.
To find this evidence Daniken's
scientific mind has taken him to the
four corners of the globe. He is very
convincing about his theory as he
shows us ancient detailed maps of
Antarctica- when no one knew of its
existence or an ancient drawing-of
what appears to be a man in a space
suit.
CHARIOTS OF THE GODS gives us
facts and theories on the subject of
space that would hold the attention of a
layman for hours.
Daniken, however, would disgust the
religiously-minded reader. He takes
parts from the Bible and interprets
them for part of his supporting
evidence.

simply answered, "No."
In a more recent press conference,
January 31, 1973, Nixon repeated his
opposition to Amnesty: "Amnesty
means forgiveness. We cannot provide

conference on November 20, 1971,
President Nixon was-asked if amnesty
would be granted to those men who fled
the United States "to avoid fighting in
a war that they consider immoral." He

Coming
Home ?
jgg -7^^* "Diatgr Car KCTi

BY KEN GULLETTE

When a young man takes the first
step to responsible adulthood he goes to
college. Most young men are bright,
intelligent, and come to college with
their goal set before them: to get a
broad!
"It's easy to get a date with a girl,"
Bert Hardey was telling Ed Strunk as
they ate lunch in the EKU grill. "All
you have to do is go up and start a.
conversation."
"I can't do it," Ed whimpered. "I
don't have the nerve."
"You're a junior in college! What do
you mean you don't have the nerve?
Look," Bert said, spotting a pretty
blonde at an opposite table. "There's
one now. Go over and talk to her."
With confidence, Ed stumbled over
to her table, determined to say
something suave that would immediately win her over.
"You have the biggest ears I've ever
seen on a broad...uh, girl!"
"And you have a terrible cold," she
replied icily, handing him a handerchief.
"I wondered why my french fries
tasted tangy," Ed said as he staggered
away, his feelings crushed.
Needless to say this sent Ed into a
relapse and he spent a week in bed with
the flu, followed by a month in the
Pattie A. Clay Hospital after the crack
team of physicians in the Infirmairy
gave him birth control pills instead of
aspirin.
But Ed was a real trooper who never
said die, even if it killed him. When he
recovered he was ready to try v-.,."5*'
"Obviously you're going aooui it
wrong," Bert advised once again.

forgiveness for them. Those who
served paid their price. Those who
deserted must pay their price."
It's a sad time when a country
becomes so powerful and bigheaded,
that it cannot find the heart to forgive
and forget.
The war is over now. We cannot wipe
it out of our minds if we cannot forgive
our own countrymen for their personal
actions. It's time to start all over with a
clean slate, not with a scratched one
reminding us of the past.
We can begin that new record with
careful consideration of ever starting
up the draft program that President
Nixon has suspended. Those men in the
future who do not desire a combat role
should be given every chance to serve in
meaningful peaceful work at home
through the armed forces.
But for this year as this war ends, the
law states clearly that draft evaders
acted in view of a prison term if they
are caught. Disagreement with that
law won't change it. No judge can
rightfully let the draft evader off the
hook when the statutes are considered.

"Why don't you tell the next girl you
are in a fraternity?"
"Alright. Anything else?"
"Let's go to a place where you can
always get a girl. The Steak-In."
The band playing that night was The
Electric Drop-Add, driving its music
through the walls. Ed saw the blonde at
a table and sat down beside her.
1
"May I sit down?'"
"Beat it, Creep!"
"But I'm in a fraternity," he said
frantically.
Her eyes lit up.
"Wow! Will you take me to a
motel?"
The immoral of this story is: the
poetry term "onomatopoeia" does not
mean an Italian is asking to be excused.
f»f
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15% off
every dress
in stock.
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'Round the Richmond campus pretty
In reverse of nature's order
Looms the ugly Eastern smokestack
And the stink of H.K. Porter.
Such a threat to local living
All God's children take a chance
'Specially the little student
In shoddy campus ambulance.
So in fear of death for certain
Students hide inside their dorm
Only there to find a watchdog
With secret evaluation form.
To the library went the student
There to find the facts not hidden
But the clock struck ten plus forty
And the scholar was forbidden.
Through the system comes an answer
They said pursue without relent
Though the prexy stopped the Progress
And the system circumvent.
So the student fought with fervor
'Gainst form and rule and even germ
With one ultimate threat still looming
All deficiencies at mid-term.

iMlTI 'BANK AH®
"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT lOCAWNS-

- MAIN SWEET & BIG Hill AVENUE
:—z—

.. ..:' •;'.. , ■.' . ..■-¥. g-.j.v

Choose from one and two carters, pants
ensembles, layered looks and more.
Cottons, polyesters, cotton/polyester,
blends, packable nylon jerseys. Something
for everybody in this collection—misses,
juniors, petites, half sizesSale price* effective
through Saturday.

SUNDAY ONLY

MCKYMwroRDtAY$

Yes, Chicken, Fish or Clam
Dinners

Slaw, Roll and Butter

to

or

K8ds8

Italian Spaghetti
With Tossed Salad, Choice of Dressing, Roll and Butter

.•- :.

Your Choice of Any $ | 33
of the Dinners
All You Can Eat Special
Kiddee
• «*■-

Portions
Bradford House will be serving these dinner
specials SundayOnly 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Grants Bradford House Restaurant
Eastern By-Pass and U.S. 25

/

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center
\

Richmond, Kentucky
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'Life Has Been Enriched'

Mobile Training Unit Aids
Law Enforcement Trainees
If you've been past the Begley
Building any time within the
past three years, you may have
noticed a long white ^trailer
parked in the faculty lot. It's the
Kentucky Law Enforcement
Council's Mobile Training Unit.
That is a very long name for a
revolutionary concept in law
enforcement training. The
Mobile Unit is designed
especially for those officers who
cannot leave their home
communities
to
receive
training. In reality, it is a
sophisticated classroom on
wheels.
The Mobile Unit is cost-free to
the participants, and the
Kentucky legislature has
passed a pay-incentive bill to
promote the use of the unit. The
legislature will pay up to a 15
per cent increase on the officer's base pay after he has
completed
the
course
satisfactorily. The officer must

continue ,to attend retresher
courses periodically.
Many of the men attending
the unit are not receiving the
pay bonus, however, and some
ol the men attend the 40-hour
course while working a regular
shift. Robert Plomske. an instructor in the unit, says "These
men are so hungry for the instruction that you see some of
them, working eight hours and
then coming to ttae^ unit to
receive eight hours of training."
Plomske feels that this reflects
the dedication of the average
Kentucky policeman.
Officers Get Help
'^Most of these officers have
little or no training. They took
the job because it was offered to
them in most cases. They want to
do a better job, and we want to
see that they get the help they
need." Plomske continued.
The unit is equipped with a

MAR-TAN
OPTICAL
INC.
Latest Fashion
Eyeware
Quality Rx Work

Laryngec Patient Helps Others

modern multi-media system
named Edex. The system uses
slides, film strips, movies, and
coordinated audio tapes to
complement the individual
instructor. Also, each student
desk is equipped with a
responder. With this device, the
student is able to answer
questions in a test situation. The
Edex system records, grades,
and runs percentages on tests,
thus eliminating much of the
paperwork from the teaching
schedule.
The officers in training are
given two tests, one at the
beginning of the course and one
at the end of the course. Out of
100 points, the students average
between 60-70 on the first test;
and 96 on the second test.
Considering Purchase
There are two courses of
training available to officerspolice investigation; and patrol
training. The officer is given
instruction according to his
present rank. No officer may
repeat a course he has already
passed.

Trailer Teacher

Robert Clark Stone checks
audio-visual equipment in the
Mobile Training Unit.

will agree that it is just teaching
the people to speak," she said.
•However, there are all kinds of
BVJ.XXUKXSI.KV
problems-social, economical
. Staff Writer
and psychological. I don't think
that one single person can bring
"I feel a little dramatic about the total rehab of a
sometimes, but I can assure you patient," she continued. „
In a laryngectomy the
I receive much more than I
trachea
is brought to the front of
give. My life has been
the
throat.
The air no longer
enrichened not in spite of but
moves
through
the nose for
because of my laryngectomy,"
breathing,
but
through the
said Mrs. Hazel Waldron.
esophagus,
composed
of
Mrs. Waldron, a staff member
muscular
tissue
which
can
at the Rehabilitation Center in
Louisville since 1957 recently ordinarily be brought into
presented a talk for the Speech voluntary control for breathing
and Hearing class at Eastern, and speaking. The voice box, or
upon the request of Mrs. larynx which contains the vocal
Katherine Taylor, of the speech cords, is removed.
Mrs. Waldron mentioned four
pathology department.
methods
for getting air into the
In the presentation, Mrs.
esophagus.
They were the
Waldron discussed the voice
swallow
technique
(use swallow
disorders and rehabilitation of a
movement to push air into the
laryngectomy patient.
"What is rehabilitation for a throat),' modified swallow,
laryngectomy patient? Most injection method (push tongue
- against roof of the mouth) and
the inhalation method which
Mrs. Waldron uses. This
* method involves a vacuum-like
^motion and the tongue is used as
a compressor.
According to Mrs. Waldron,
the* very movements of speech
under the stars in Van Peursem help get the air into the
Pavillion on the campus to esophagus. She can usually say
about "ten words without
which the public is invited.
having to have a new air supply.
This will be the 38th season of
"For some people it is a real
the camp. Besides giving the struggle to learn to speak afstudent experience in band and terwards (the laryngectomy).
orchestra, it provides small Why so difficult for some and
ensemble training and private easy for others? Quality, tone,
lessons on various instruments rhythm and pitch are involved.
and in music theory, Lawson There isn't a great deal that we
said.
can do with this voice," she
"The campers are permitted said.
Since the air no longer moves
full advantage of Eastern's
living and rehearsal facilities, through the nasal cavities the
along
with
recreational person with a laryngectomy is
facilities for
basketball, sensitive to extreme changes in
swimming, tennis and other air conditions which bothers the
trachea. Most laryngectomees
sports," Lawson said.
use humidifiers in their homes.
High school students wanting At the Rehabilitation Center the
more information about the patients are advised as to the
Foster camp may obtain it by best places to live in regard to
writing Lawson in care of the climate after the operation.
EKU music department.
Wearing sweaters or high
necked tops is one of the newest
things recommended. This aids

NEWSBRIEFS

The popularity and success r»(
the program has been so
marked that the Kentucky law
Enforcement Council is considering the purchase of
another unit. The present unit
Three geology professors and
has a seating capacity of 36. The
past two years; the program six students will leave March 7
has averaged about 30 students for a 7,000 mile trip through the
per course, but this year they U.S. and Mexico.
have had a full classroom at
Traveling by station wagon
every session. The unit holds
and
truck camper, the group
about thirty class meetings a
will
drive to Laredo, Texas
year, so that the maximum of
where
they will cross the
1,080 Kentucky officers can be
border
into
Mexico and conreached during that time.
tinue south. This is the fourth
year
that Dr. Robert L.
Success Stories
Nichols, distinguished professor
Success stories involving the of Geology, has taken such a
unit are many, but one of the group from Eastern. This year
most recent is the solution of an Dr. Donald C. Haney, Chairman
outstanding burglary case in a of the Geology Department, and
small town. The officer who had Dr. Samuel S. Leung, associate
just received the mobile unit professor of Geology, are also
training made a plaster cast of going.
a tire print. This evidence
The trip is an extension of a
eventually led to the arrest and
course that the students took
convietion of the felon. Before
fall semester. It is costing each
the training, the tire track
student less than $100. The
would have been either
group will do their own cooking
overlooked or ignored through
and sleep on the road. "It is a
lack of skill.
long hard trip", said Dr. Haney.
According to a pamphlet
"We never stop. Dr. Nichols is
released by the Kentucky Law
the
field leader. He knows
Enforcement Council, "Our
exactly what we will see and
ultimate
goal
is
where."
professionalization of all officers, thereby providing imAlthough a
few
rock
proved law enforcement for the specimens will be collected, due
to lack of space in the vehicles,
citizens of Kentucky."

Students Tour Mexico

Eastern By-Pass

623-8353

"Home Of The Whopper^
SERVING YOU

most of the trip is for observation.
"It gives the
students an opportunity to see
the geological forms they
studied in the classroom," said
Dr. Haney.
"Theywill keep
notebooks that will be graded
when they get back." Eight of
the 14 days will be spent in and
around Mexico City. They will
visit
the
Archaeological
Museum and the Prr misa.
After leaving Mexico City the
group will go to Paracudin,
which is the area of most recent
volcanic action in Mexico, go
through the Guadalaiaran
Mountains, up the West Coast
and re-enter
the U.S. at
Nogales. From there they will
proceed to Grand Canyon and
spend the night in the bottom.
They will then head for Richmond.

Girls Selected
Last Thursday, Eastern's Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity hosted
its second annual Calendar Girl
beauty pageant in the Brock
Auditorium. The pageant's
emcee was Bill Bailey, of Radio
WAKY, in Louisville, and lasted
from 7 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. The
winners were selected by eight
judges from 35 contestants"
according to looks, poise, and
appearance in sportswear and
swimsuit.
The fifteen winners are
Frances Adams, Nancy Arnspurger, Gwen Bankston, Susan
Childers, Diana Donahue,
Karen Hill, Catherine Jines.
Anita LeValley, Aleta Merkle,
Brenda Norman, Sherry Price,
Alexa Stevens, Rita Sutphin,
Mona Waits, and Peggy Willis.
Each girl received a trophy and
a rose.

Music Camp Set

10 A.M. To 10 P.M. MONDAY—THURSDAY
10 A.M. To 11P.M. FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11 A.M. To 10 P.M. SUNDAY

The Pottinger Brothers

The Stephen Collins Foster
Music camp has been set for
June 17-July 14 at Eastern.
EKU Marching Band Director
John C. Lawson, also Foster
Camp acting director, said the
camp for
high
school
musicians will enable them to
study band and orchestra under
Eastern's music faculty and
"outstanding
guest
conductors."
The Foster campers will
present three concerts weekly

Cards Ready

Faculty and students who
donated blood locally may pick
up their donor identification
cards at the Campus Health
Center (infirmary).
The I.D. cards often will serve
the holder when cashing checks
or in emergency situations.
The next campus visit of the
blood mobile will be March 28.
The basement of Burnam Hall
will be the donation location.

KET Presents
On March 11, KET will begin
a nine part series dealing with
the environment. The series,
Earthkeeping, is divided into
two parts. One part, six
programs, is aimed at adults,
featuring serious discussion on
current
environmental
problems. The second part,
three programs, is aimed at
children.
Some topics that will be dealt
with on the show are the
pollution problems of advanced
technology, land development,
the depletion of natural
resources, the problems of the
growing cities, and the
psychological theory that
human behavior is shaped by
the environment. The three
program children's series will
deal with 'man the polluter,"
exploring
our
society's
"mindless acts of pollution."
The programs will be aired
from 6:30 to 7 on March 11, 18,
and 25, and from 7 to 7:30 on
March 11,18, and 25 and April 1,
8, and 15. They will be carried
over
the
Kentucky
Educational Television network, channel 46 in Richmond.
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in the comfort of the throat area
and adds to the cosmetic beauty
of a person.
Laryngectomees have to be
careful of poisonous sprays and
fumes. They cannot smell and
can drown without getting their
faces wet.
One project
that
the
Association of Laryngectomees
has under taken is to educate
personnel to be able to
recognize a person who has had
a laryngectomy. Tags are worn
by them (laryngectomees) in
case of an emergency or accident which reads, Check the
neck, he may be a Laryngec.
At the annual convention in
August, the laryngectomees
present style shows to exhibit
new fashions especially for
them. Recently pattern books
have been sent to the various
clubs for women who want to
make their own clothes.
"We want our people to walk
down the street and look just
like you normal people," Mrs.
Waldron said.
Mrs. Waldron, laryngectomized since 1946, is currently
an instructor of Laryngectomy
Voice. She founded the Kentuckian Lost Cord Club in 1951.
In 1967, she was named
Kentucky's Handicapped
Individual of the ' year and
received awards from both the
Louisville
Committee
to
Employ the Handicapped and
the Presidents'
National
Committee.

Oops!I
Due to an error in layout a
line was dropped from a letter
from Dr. Thomas Myers on
page 3 of the March 1 issue. Dr.
Myers noted in the missing line
that the University paid for the
autopsy on George Carver
White three years ago.
On page one last week it was
unclear in a news story why the
name Kelhoffer was omitted h.
from
news stories last
semester-_Th£_decision was
madjrby tKeir~erHtorr-J«ck
Ffost.
We regret the errors.

ORGANIZATIONS.

Cycle Club Derby
On Saturday, March 17,
members of Eastern Kentucky
Cycle Club will compete in the
Savannah Beach Bicycle
Derby, Savannah Beach,
Georgia. This 50-mile road race
course is laid out on the beach,
and should make for a picturesque
event.
Several
members of the U.S. Olympicteam will be in the field
providing stiff competition.
' Everyone returning from
Florida on this date is encouraged to stop in Savannah
and cheer on EKCC. Information on this race and EKCC
membership is available from
Larry Myers, 625-2395.
Veterans Affairs
A contact representative of
the Bureau of Veterans Affairs,
will present on March 12, 1973
at the Court House in Richmond, Ky. to assist veterans
and their dependents with
claims for benefits due them as
a result of their military service. He will be present from 9
a.m. until 3 p.m.

198

International Relations
The Council on International
Relations and UNA announces
two programs for after spring
break...March 20 Dr. Nancy
Forderhase, EKU history
professor, will present a lecture
and discussion on "American
Foreign Policy: A Historical
Review", at 7 p.m. in Wallace
333. April 11 Dr. Harris,
chairman of the philosphy
department will give a lecture
and discussion on "Human
Conflict and the Ideal of Peace''
at 7 p.m. in Wallace 333. All
welcome.
Blood mobile Arrives
All faculty and students who
have donated blood either on
campus or at the First Chirstian
Church and have not picked up
their Red Cross Cards, may do
so now at.the Student Health
Center. The Bloodmobile will be
at Burnam Hall from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. Wednesday, Mrch 28.
Food-Nutrition Club

Food and Nutrition Club will
meet Tuesday, March 20 at 7
p.m. at the Family Living
Faculty-Staff Program
Center, Burrier Bldg. Plans will
The Eastern chapter of AAUP be made for a tour of the .
will sponsor a program for all Dietetic Service at the Medical
faculty and staff at 3:30 p.m.- Center, University of Kentucky.
Thursday, March 22, in Library
108. Dr. J.C. Powell will discuss
Accounting Club Tutors
the evaluation process of the
The Accounting Club will hold
Southern
Association
of
Colleges and Schools, em- tutoring sessions on March 21 at
phasizing the standards and 7 p.m. in Combs 305 for stude ts
procedures that will be used in ACC 108 and 109.
The Veterans Club will meet '
during the self-study period to
at
5 p.m. Thursday in the Grise
be held here during the 1973-74
Room.
academic year.
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Six Instructors, One A Woman,
Added To Expanding Program

At Literary Forum

Dr. Charles Reedy received
HY.IWIIKNSI.KY
However, we are adding new
his
Doctorate from the
*l a ff Writer
courses to the curriculum and
Six new staff members have are trying to eliminate obsolete University of Kentucky, and is
currently teaching introductory
joined Eastern's rapidly ex- material."
panding program in Law
Bagby
received
his courses in Law Enforcement
Enforcement within the last two Bachelor's
Degree
from and Corrections.
semesters.
Willmington College in Ohio,
Dr. Reedy commented," I
They are James Alman, and his Master's Degree from became interested in a career of
Robert Bagby, John Wingo, Miami, of Ohio. He is presently this type when I was a counJoque Soskis, Dr. Charles completing the requirements sellor in the public schools. I
Reedy and Clariet Pierce, who is for his Doctorate at Miami.
became involved in two groups,
John Wingo, instructor of mentally retarded and the low
the first woman instructor in
Eastern's department of Law Police Systems (beginning achievers. I had gradual incourses in Law Enforcement terest in some of these
Enforcement.
"Being a woman instructor in concentrating on uniformed youngsters. Later, I worked
this department has a novelty policemen and other law en- more directly with state and
effect. "The gentlemen pamper forcement officers), and a local degree programs."
me a lot. And when something Correctional Institution course
Dr. Reedy has previously
needs to be done they ask if they said, "I don't have any doubt worked with the Department of
can do it^for me," said Mrs.
that Eastern's program is one Corrections as the director of
Pierce.
of the top two schools in the staff development at the
She added, "There are a few United States. As far as general Kentucky Department of Adultdisadvantages such as being courses are concerned and the Corrections.
* '
mistaken for a secretary. overall project, I don't think
Joque Soskis has been at
However, my husband helped any school could touch it."
Eastern since August of '72. He
solve this problem and bought a
Wingo has spent twenty-three, teaches in the areas of Criminal
name plate for my office desk so years working for the Federal Law, Court Procedures and
people would know that I was an Prison Service. He retired in Criminalistics. Before coming
instructor. Police officers are 1965 and came to Kentucky to to Eastern Soskis worked as a
somewhat skeptical and seem take a position as warden of the director of the Youth Service in
to give the impression as to Kentucky State Penitentary Florida,
specializing
in
what does a young woman
delinquency. He also served a
know."
period as a law enforcement
However, one girl came up to
officer there.
Mrs. Pierce and said, "You
He remarked, "Eastern has
have no idea how good it is to
one of the few programs that
have a woman teacher."
offers associate, bachelor, and
The courses that Mrs.
master's degrees in the field.
Pierce is currently teaching are
Other schools are designed
Juvenile and Police courses,
more
for
police
adJuvenile Procedures. Police
ministration."
Systems and College Colloquium
James Alman, expert at
(topics relevant to today's
community
relations and insociety).
structor
of
Police
She became interested in
Administration,
Patrol
and
police work when she was
Criminalistics
at
Eastern
nineteen years old. When
rounds up the new staff.
looking for a job she finally
He is presently under conaccepted a position at a sheriff's
tract
with the Emerald Bay
office. During this time she met,
Publishing
Company to write a
fell in love with and eloped with
book
about
community
a detective who worked across
relations. In giving a summary
the street.
about his book Alman said, "It
Prior to her staff position at
is primarily a book that would
Eastern Mrs. Pierce has
be an analysis of the needs,
worked in the Security division
practices, recommendation for
at. Cape Kennedy during the
the police to immplement their
Apollo 15 flight. "It was fun
role as part of the community."
learning about security and
CLARIET PIERCE
"I don't think the police are
making $3.25an hour," she said.
doing
their job in controlling
Robert E. Bagby, instructor before coming to Eastern. He
of Police Administration I and. has worked for five different crime today. They are overIntroduction to Law Enfor- federal institutions and, while taxed with community service
cement, thinks "women who working at the penitentary in things like getting cats out of
Governor trees. Policemen do not have
are assigned to the same during former
the time. It is the peoples' job.
Breathitt's
administration,
position as men extend themBefore coming to Eastern,
Wingo
served
as
the
acting
selves further."
Alman
worked as Director of
Commissioner
of
Corrections
in
He said, "I like the service it
Community
Relations for the
the
state.
(LEN) gives to the students.
Saint
Louis
Department and
Wingo
received
his
degree
The department is diverse
Associate
Director
of Illinois
from
Murray
State
University
enough in makeup to make
Law
Enforcement
Commission
and
the
University
of
Michigan.
objective
presentations.

BY JOAN COTTONGIM
And
JOHN DAVIDSON
"I hope 1 don't disappoint you
people. I have questions for
you."
announced
Janet
O1dham .
assistant
professor.
of
English,
leading off Eastern's latest
Literary Forum. The main
question of discussion was
"'Why no great' women poets?"
In this discussion concerning
women.*the female attendance
was equally matched by the
males. 44 people were present
at this Forum which concentrated on two basic issueswhy there are so few women
poets writing great poems and
exactly what makes a poem
great. •
Mrs. Oldham who said, "We'd
expect women to be better poets
because of their being intuitive,
sensitive, and neurotic," explained why this concept is not
always considered to be valid.
She said, "70 percent of the
world's illiterate are women,
and women have been protected
by men." She further stated,
that female poets have no wives
to feed them, and no wives to
proofread and edit their
manuscripts.
In order to overcome
masculine-imposed handicaps,
a woman must adapt to male
critical standards and win
male publishers over to her
side. In order to do this many
women writers have published
anonymously
or
under
pseudonyms.
For
example, ' "Dylan
Thomas' first poem was
plagiarized from a woman,"
said Mr.. Oldham. She further
feels tht the Odyssey was
written by a woman. Also, Mrs.
Oldham
said,
"George
Meredith attributed some of his
poems as being written by his
first wife, but he could not
remember which ones they
were."
Mrs. Oldham, who feels that
the effect or emotion she

* Fighting Shirley Chisholm'
To Appear In Brock March 19
The
honorable
Shirley
Chisholm,
first
Black
Congresswoman in the United
States, has firmly established
herself as the "Fighting Shirley
Chisholm."

Elected to the 91st Congress,
her constituency is the 12th
Congressional District, whose
center Bedord Stuyvesant, an
area of urban decay is New
York's and perhaps the nation's
largest ghetto where Black and
Puerto Means compose more
than 70 percent of the
population. The rest are Jewish.
Polish, and Italian. No other
district in Brooklyn is so
diversified in its constituents.
Mrs. Chisholm is a specialist
in . early childhood education
and child welfare, who entered
politics more or less by public
demand in 1964, when she ran

successfully for the New York
State Assembly on
the
Democratic ticket. An articulate
champion of the rights of the
downtrodden, she derives her
power from "the people" rather
than the regular party
organization.
When campaigning
for
Congress in 1968, Mrs. Chisholm
campaigned under the slogan
I'nbought And Un bossed, the
title of her recently published
autobiography.
Mrs. Chisholm's entrance as
a/freshman (o the 91st Congress
ntade her known as a woman
with a mind of her own. She was
assigned
to
the
House
Agriculture Subcommittee,,on
Forestry and Rural Villages,
which-^he felt had no relation to
the needs and problems of her

district. She was admonished
"to accept and be a good
soldier" by the Speaker of the
House. Right then she decided,
"That's why the country is the
way it is." She made the unprecedented move of placing an
amendment to remove her
name from this Committee and
she was then assigned to the
Veterans Affairs Committee,
•which had some relevancy to
her constituency. When the 92
nd Congress convended, Mrs.
Chisholm was.assigned to the
House Education and Labor
Committee which is her main
field of interest.
Shirley Chisholm will appear
in Brock Auditorium at 8:00
March 19 as part of the Fine
Arts Lecture Series. Admission
is free to studens with an I.D.
card.
*

Lack Of Women Poets Noted

Arty View

Students review art works
at the Wesley Foundation. The
show runs through tomorrow-

Students Feel Finals
Should Be Optional
BY DFXMA J. FRANCIS
Academics Editor
Final week is hardly ever
considered one of the favorite
times of the year by most
students. In fact many feel that
finals should be optional.
Dr. Henry Everman's section
0-1 class of The Human Problem
in the 20th Century recently
conducted a survey as to
students' feelings on final
exams.
According to members of the
class, they decided to do the
survey to "bring to the instructors' attention, problems
created by finals and to offer
solutions.
A total of 103 students were
interviewed—53 males and 50
females with the breakdown of
classification as follows: 33
freshmen, 31 sophomores, 24
juniors and 15 seniors.
Only 19 percent of the
students interviewed thought
final exams helped their final
grade; 37 percent thought they
hurt the final grade; 32 percent
thought they had no real effect
on the final grade in a course
and the remaining 12 percent
thought, depending on the
situation and the type of test,
they could either hinder or help.
Eighty-seven percent of the
students agreed that finals
should be optional. Nine percent
thought finals should be
mandatory and four percent
expressed no opinion.
Seventy-five percent of the
students thought finals should
count no more than a regular
test, while 13 percent thought
they should count more. Twelve
percent expressed no opinion.
Many of the students offered
possible solutions to the
problem such as optional finals,
no comprehensive finals, doing
away with finals compeletely,
leaving it to a class vote and
leaving the question up to individual faculty members and or department heads.
Dr. Everman's class offered
two solutions. (1), Finals should
be optional for students who
have maintained throughout the
semester an "A" or a "B"
because "the pressure of final
examinations causes extreme
mental
and
physical
exhaustion, depression and use

of drugs to stay awake through
a week of late-night studying."
Also, "there is usually no
significant change in grade, and
unnecessary
pressure
is
brought to bear on instructors
to get exams graded and the
results turned in to the
Registrar's office.
An alternate solution offered
by the class is that finals now
count more than any other test
given during the course of the
semester, as they "should not
be able to raise or lower the
final grade more than one
letter."
The students in the class
agreed that their suggestions
would be "most effective
towards the problem because
now, under the present system,
there is inequity in the grading
system
because of the
overemphasis on one test."*

receives from a poem is why
she likes or dislikes it. wants to
introduce poetry to her students
thatwill excite them. She said.
"MillaV
Dickinson.
and
Teasdafv
speak
to
my
students." She wants to teach
poems written in the language
her students speak and a world
they live in.
To Mrs. Oldham. a "great
poem" is one that calls forth a
response. She further believes.
'Different poets use different
tricks to bring about that
response." In anthologies,
which are supposedly collections of "great poems." Mrs.
Oldham feels that women are
discrimantly neglected.

Includes ^Grecian Burv, (jam &
swiss cneese, lettuce, tomato,
& sauce. French fries, cole siaw
& 15* Drink

Reg. 1.25

623-9218
EASTERN BY-PASS
'

^ ^ -^ ^
^ T "3
*
0MLY'|

NSL. These would be used by
the organization in their lob-,
bying. Membership would also
afford the Senate discounts at
conferences and informssnbn
concerning the progress of
lobbies going on, Kelhoffer siad.
Bob Burdge, chairman of the
Senate subcommittee on
reapportionment, moved uring
the meeting that all qualifying
papers and petiotions necessary
to run in the Spring election
should be filed with the Committee on Elections no later
than 4 p.m. on Friday of the
week issued. The constitutional
amendment was passed by the
Senate body.

Business during the Student
Seante meeting last Tuesday
night included a report from the
Chuck Kelhoffer, Student
Association president six
Senate delegates to the National
Student Lobby in Washington
last week.
'
Kelhoffer, after describing
the events of the meeting,
recommended that.the Senate
become a member of the
organization, at a cost of about
$100.
Membership in the NSL
would, according to Kelhoffer,
mean that Eastern's student
government would receive
questionaires to fill out for the

TOWIUE CINEMA

Woody Allen, Diane Keaton,
Tony Roberts

• •••••

March 20 &21-Tues. & Wed

THE STEPMOTHER
(R) Drama
Alejandro Key,
Katherine Justice,
John Anderson

• •••••
March 23 & 24 -Fri, Sat

ALL THE
LOVING
COUPLES
(R) Drama
Norman Alden,
Gloria Man on.
Scott Graham,
Barbara Blake
Selected Short Subjects
All Programs,
Ticket Office Open* 7:00P.M.
■Show Starts 7:30 PM
Admission 78'
-Children (under 12) 50'

"DIANA R0SS-AHH,
DIANA ROSSI SHE DOES
A MARVELOUS JOB!"

C ACADEMY
9
AWARD
NOMINATIONS

— Group W Radio

"A MOVIE DEBUT BY
DIANA ROSS THAT IS
REMARKABLE, BOTH
FOR VOICE AND
PERFORMANCE!
-CBS-TV

lira

Compftft Opwcflf 5WVK&
Stoat 1923

Old First Federal Building
West Main Street
Richmond, KentJcky

Dial 623-5099

Tonight At 8:00 P.M.
Sat. & Sun.-1:30 and 8:00 P.M.

\-A r^^Jif^Q!^
University Center

j\DY
NGS
THE
BLUES

I

RICHMOND

AT

The

SPANISH HUT
In•"MoTT,,iiy Store V* itli

master charge

c

March 8

PLAY IT
AGAIN
SAM
(PG) Comedy

Wahoo!
Denims for
fun n' games

Flare Jeans...
Sizes 3 to 15

STILL TIME LEFT TO SAVE BEFORE BREAK

3
I
■

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

Thursday

Baggies - Swimsuits - Knitops - Sandals

DINING ROOM • CARRY OUT • CUM
STOP IN AND TRY OUR BREAKFAST SPECIAL
___——- SLIM TOLLY PLATTER———^

MOVIES]

Delegates Attend Meeting

FORGOT SOMETHING???

RESTAURANT

1

• • • 3* • •

Lowrise cotton denim

HO

Because of a lack of women in
a World Literature anthology
from which she was teaching.
Mrs. Oldham became involved
in the exclusion of women poets
in literature. Another issue of
concern to Mrs. Oldham is that
a former English course, here
at Eastern, was changed from
"Dickinson and Whitman" to
••James and Whitman."

AniiiiL'rr IYr*>oii In Mind

:
-Wallace's
PARKING IN REAR

Greg Reeves And Employees At The Spanish
Hut Extend Wishes To Everyone For A Save
But Best Break Ever-Wherever You Go!

The top orlon
acrylic with
embroidred
puff sleeves.
,Blue or white
sizes S-M-L

on
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At Basketball Banquet

I

Mitchell Wins MVP Award

BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Editor

Eastern held its annual in final conference statistics.
Wade Upchurch. a 6-0 senior
basketball banquet Monday
night with all five starters guard
from
Monticello.
collecting at least one award. collected trophies for most
Coach Guy Strong reviewed improved player and for highest
the 1972-73 season that saw the free throw percentage. He hit 45
EKU Colonels finished 12-13 of 55 free throws for a peroverall and 7-7 in the Ohio centage of 81.8 He also led the
team in assists with 94 and
Valley Conference.
Charles Mitchell, a t>-3 senior averaged 11.8 points per game.
Freshman guard Carl Brown
forward who finished his
Eastern career with 1,507 points of Cincinnati, received the
and in second place to Eddie award for most promising
Bodkin's 1,587 total, received
the most valuable player
trophy.
Mitchell finished this past
season with 519 points for a pergaine average of 22.6, second in
the OVC to Austin Peays Fly
Williams. He also grabbed 7.0
BY PATRICK WILSON
rebounds per contest.
Staff Writer
Receiving awards for best
defensive player and the player
Eastern ended the 72-73
who gave 110 per cent in
basketball season on a sour note
practice and games was junior
last weekend as they lost to
forward Robert Brooks of RichMorehead State 92-84. Taking
mond. He finished the season
advantage of numerous free
with a 12.4 scoring and 8.2
throw chances, Morehead took
rebounding average.
over in the waning moments.
Senior Dan Argabright. a 6-11
With the score 79-78 with MSU
center from Anderson, Ind.,
up the Eagles ripped off eight
was recipient of awards for
quick points (six of them free
highest field goal percentage
throws) to put the game, which
and
highest
rebounding
had previously been close, out
average. Argabright, who
averaged 13.9 points per game, of reach.
Morehead was led by All-OVC
hit 54.8 per cent of his field goals
and ended the year with an 11.3 forward Leonard Coulter who
rebounding average, both high had 26 points and 13 rebounds.

*:*:-:*:.:«tt*:::«^

UCLA Again???
Predicting the outcome of a basketball tour-1
nament can be fun if it's a tournament with plenty
of possible winners, but it can be awfully boring if
you always know who the winner's going to be,
The past few years the only fun anybody got out
of predicting the NCAA tournament was to try to
decide who would finish second to UCLA, and as
you know things haven't really changed too much
this year. Still, with better judgement and all
reasonableness tossed aside, a few scattered
members of our sports staff have come up with this
halfway sensible, halfway outlandish set of fearless
foresights on NCAA action:
MIDEAST REGIONAL GAMES-Marquette over
Miami of Ohio by 6; Austin Peay over Jacksonville
by 2 in the first round. In the second round,
Marquette over Minnesota by 4, Kentucky over
Austin Peay by 6. In the Mideast Final, Kentucky
over Marquette by 3.
(The winners were compiled by parts of the staff,
but the point spreads are mine. I'm hoping for a lot
of close games.)
THE FINAL ROUND-North Carolina over
Memphis State by 10; UCLA over Kentucky by 12
(We had a lot of support for Long Beach State in the
West Regional probably brought about mostly by
hatred for UCLA). THE FINAL GAME-North
Carolina over UCLA by 2. This prediction is obviously based more on hope than rationality, but
you can't say we didn't stick our necks out,
anyway.
In the past two weeks Eastern's athletic teams
have won three Kentucky Intercollegiate Championships. The Eastern Eels won their eleventh
straight crown two weeks ago, and this past
weekend EKU's gymnastics and women's
basketball teams
have captured state titles.

Netters To Travel South
The EKU varsity tennis team
will be traveling to several
tournaments throughout-North
and South Carolina during
spring break, departing on
Friday the ninth after a match
with Central Michigan, and
returning
Sunday
the
eighteenth.
Eastern's
coach,
Tom
Higgins stated the competition
in the Carolinas should be excellent for Eastern, with such
outstanding teams as North
Carolina, who finished eleventh

in the nation last year. Wake
Forrest, and Clemson, to name
only a few.
Coach Higgins emphasized
that the team had been working
extremely hard in practices,
and he feels that if they won 50
percent of their matches in the
Carolinas that they would have
an excellent chance in winning
the OVC.
Eastern's second home match
is scheduled for March 24
against Bellarmine College. All
home matches will be played on
the Martin Hall courts.

player. He averaged 10.6 points
and 4.8 rebounds and was
second to Upchurch in assists
with 83.
Strong noted that "it was a
good year, even though in some
games, we were simply
outhorsed."
Strong
was
referring to his team's tough
schedule which will see five of
Eastern's opponents this past
year in post-season play.

Morehead Clips EKU
In Basketball Finale
4.

Golfers In Five Tourneys
Sixteen dual matches and five
tournaments highlight the 1973
Eastern golf schedule released
this week by EKU golf coach
Glenn Presnell.
"We have an attractive
schedule lined up, including
several major tournaments,"
Presnell said. The golf team is
once again scheduled to take a
southern tour during spring
vacation. The Colonel golfers
open March 12 at Furman
University.
Presnell has three lettermen
returning this season to go with
some promising newcomers
which should form one of the
strongest teams for the Colonels
in recent years.
Two seniors that will be
returning this season are
Jimmy Moore and Tom Scott.
"If Jimmy can recover his
former form, he should contribute significantly to this

year's success," Presnell said.
Scott played the best golf of
his career last fall and showed
he could be one of the better'
golfers in the Ohio Valley
Conference this spring, according to Presnell. Dan
Nicolet, a sophomore, rounds
out the returning lettermen.
"Dan has the potential to be a
real fine golfer, but he lacks
experience," Presnell added.
The freshmen on the 1973
team scored well during fall
matches. Dan Bogdan, David
Ryan, Dennis Reilly and Robert
Holloway were impressive thi£
past fall. Tim Phillips, a junior:
college transfer, and Bob Stack,
a squad member, are also
leading candidates for the
team.
"It's difficult to say just how
we'lldo the OVC," Presnell said.
-"It has become one ofjhe most
(Continued On Page Seven)

The Eagles hit a blistering 55.2
per cent for the game while
Eastern hit an excellent 52
percent.
'
Dan Argabright and Charlie
Mitchell led Eastern with 26 and
17
points.
respectively.
Argabright also had 14
rebounds.
The difference in the game
came at the foul line where
Morehead got 24 chances and
made 18 while Eastern shot only
12 free throws and made six.
The game was close in every
other category.
The loss left Eastern with a
disappointing 12-13 overall
record and a tie for fourth place
in the conference with Tennessee Tech with a 7-7 record.
Even with the graduation of
three
starters
(Mitchell,
Argabright,
and
Wade
Upchurch), the Colonels' future
looks bright with sophomore
transfer Howard Brown, a 6'9"
230 pound center with an excellent shooting touch from the
outside, becoming eligible. The
Colonels will also return two
starters, 6'5" forward Robert
Brooks and 6'4" guard Carl
Brown.
There are several other
players who will figure
prominently in next year's
season which includes games
with such national powers as
Maryland, Oral Roberts, and
Florida State plus a tournament
in Louisville with U of L,
Alabama and South Carolina.
At guard Coach Guy Strong will
have Ron Smith and Dennis
Barbour (starter on frosh) and
at the forwards he will have 6'6"
Rich Stansel and 6'5" David
Routt (frosh leading rebounder). Swingmen Bob Watkins
and Jimmy Segar (freshmen
leading scorer) will also be
available, and Kevin Kok and
Bill Gaines (frosh center) will
join Howard Brown at the pivot.
There is always one other
possibility also, that of Eastern
getting another freshman like
Carl Brown who may come in
and win himself a starting
position.

Photo by Dan Qoigg

THESE FIVE Eastern basketball players
received awards at the annual basketball
banquet held last Monday night in the Keen
Johnson Building. From left are Wade Upchurch, best free throw shooter and most im-

Hissom Optimistic

Baseball Squad Opens March 17
BY PAT WILSON
Staff Writer
Eastern opens its spring
baseball season next Saturday
against Ohio University in a
twinbill. The Colonels' coach,
Jack Hissom, has reason to
have an optimistic outlook for
the upcoming season despite an
8-9 fall record^
Eastern has an abundance of
talent returning for the spring
season despite the loss of Craig
Schleigh, a left handed pitcher
who had a 3-1 fall record, and 126 career makr, and members of
the 71-72 team which compiled a
29-12 slate such as Larry Kaelin
who batted .358, Buzzy Ashby
who hit .306, Roger Roberts
(.257) and pitcher Billy Wells,
who was All-OVC and finished
with an 8-2 record and 1.89 ERA.
The list of talented returnees
includes third baseman Ken
Blewitt (.450 batting average)
outfielder, Dave Theiler (.363
avg. and 11 career home runs),
Mike Gentry, a second baseman
who batted .350 in the fall, and
pitchers Howie Roesch (3-1
record and 1.60 ERA), Barry
Mauntel (1-0 and 1.03 ERA, only
one run allowed all season).
Ray Neumeister, maybe the
most underrated pitcher in the
country, had only a 1-4 record,
but he also had a superb 1.45
ERA, gave up only five earned
runs in 31 innings, had four
complete games, and 18
strikeouts.

FINAL OVC
BASKETBALL STANDINGS
OVC
W I
AUSTIN PEAY
MURRAY
MOREHEAD
EASTERN
TENNESSEE TECH
WESTERN
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
EAST TENNESSEE

ALL
W I,
21 5
17 8
14
11
12 13
14 11
10 16
12 13
17
9

wHP^m

SANOWCHONRYE
St AW, THAT IS!)

mtiwcKte

proved player; Carl Brown, most promising
player; Dan Argabright, best rebounder and
best field goal percentage; Robert Brooks, best
defensive player and 110 per center; and Charlie
Mitchell, most valuable player.

,«.*^L*t

Vote For

***

^ CHARLIE MITCHELL

Other players who should help
the cause are Larry Myford, an
outfielder who batted .312 last
fall and third baseman Tim
Williams (,311 and second on
the team in hits with *+) Catcher Gary Williams returns
with a .276 avg. and as team
leader in RBI's with eight.
The Colonels have three
especially promising freshman
that Coach Hissom is high on.
One is Gentry, who is a 5'7" left
handed batter from Cincinnati.
Another is John Thomas, a 5'7"
shortstop from here in Richmond who led the Colonels in
the fall with six stolen bases.
Hissom also feels that Gary
Strowig, a 6'3" first baseman
from
Haverstown, Pennsylvania, will make a major
contribution. Strowig had
several clutch hits in crucial
situations last fall.
Eastern has only three
seniors on this years' team,
which means the future is
bright. One is Blewitt, who was
AU-OVC at third base last
season, and another is Gary
Roe, a right-handed pitcher
with a 3.11 lifetime ERA.
The other is All-OVC football
player Larry Kirksey. This will
be Kirksey's first season for the
baseball Colonels if he is able to
play. He has been hampered by

some ankle problems recently.
Kirksey,
an
exceptional
athelete who excelled in three
sports at Harlan High, will
probably play in the outfield.
Eastern has a strong schedule
including conference teams
East Tennessee, Tennessee
Tech, and Morehead. The
Colonels also play Eastern
Michigan, University
of'
Louisville, Ohio State (fourgames) Cincinnati and the.
University of Kentucky all at
home. Eastern plays 35 games
this spring, 12 doubleheaders
and 25 at home.

Stokes Signs
Larry Stokes, a 5-9, 155-splitend from Gainesville, Fla., has
.signed to play football for
Eastern,
Stokes was a second-team allstate and first-team all-city and
all-area selection his senior
season for coach Jim Niblack.ait
Gainesville High School. Also'a
competitor on the track and
weightlifting teams, Stokes ran
the 100-yard dash in 9.7 seconds
in the state track meet.
"With his lightning-quick \
speed, he should help us next I
season at a wide receiver
position," said EKU bead coach
Roy Kidd.

1973 Spring Baseball Schedule
DATE
March 17
March 20
March 23
March 24
March 27
March 29
March 30
March 31
April 5
April 7
April 10
April 12
April 14
April 16
April 18
April 19
April 20
April 21
April 24
April 25
April 30
May 2

OPPONENT

SITE

Ohio University (2)
Cumberland College (1)
Eastern Michigan (2)
Genesee College (Exhibition) (2)
University of Louisville (1)
Campbellsville College (2)
Ohio State University (2)
Ohio State University (2)
St. Clair College (Exhibition) (2)
East Tennessee (2)
Georgetown College (1)
Kentucky State University (2)
Morehead State University (2)
University of Cincinnati (1)
University of Louisville (1) .
University of Kentucky (1)
Ball State University (1)
Tennessee Tech (2)
Kentucky State University (1)
Georgetown College (2)
University of Kentucky (1)
Northern Kentucky (2)

Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Louisville
Campbellsville
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
Georgetown
Richmond
Morehead
Richmond
Richmond
Lexington
Richmond
Richmond
Frankfort
Richmond
Richmond
Covington

EAST-WEST ALL-STAR

^Mk,

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
4 Milat South on U.S. 23, Barao Rood - Phona 623-171 a
PIZZA HUT BASKETBALL CLASSIC

Friday, Saturday, Sunday At 7:30 P.M.
%

OFF

Leprechauns fed free!
OR

CHARTOFF-WINKLER
CARLINO
PRODUCTION

EITHER

• 13 Inch Pizza

^.

i

CHARLES
BRONSON

(2.55 Or Over)

in A MICHAEL WINNER Film

• 15 Inch Pizza (3.45 Or Over)
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I
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-
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l
'Coupon <
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Prize Sandwich/Shoppes
ON THE BY-PASS
IN RICHMOND

Try our new larger Family Size
Pizza — aad spend mare time
with your family I

"1^

"THE
MECHANIC
EE
United Artists

fW

EASTERN BY-PASS
623-2264

In this box are the \
? tools of his trade.
a
* nEHASWORETHAN
A DOZEN WAYS TO KILL
AND THEY ALL WORK.
r

BILL COSBY..ROBERT CULP
1IHMEV& KiHUiS
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United Artists
Next Weekend "THE LIBERINTE"
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Women's Basketball Team Takes State Intercollegiate Crown
The EKU women's basketball
team captured its second
straight Kentucky Intercollegiate Conference title last
Saturday night as they trounced
Murray State 68-42 in, the
championship game at the
University of Kentucky's
Seaton Center in Lexington.

Both Eastern and Murray will
now advance to the Southern
Region
Tournament
at
Lexington this weekend, where
they will be competing against
the state winners and runnersup from Tennessee, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and
Virginia. The Regional winner

will receive a berth in the
national tournament March 1517 at Queens College in New
York.
The first round opponent for
Eastern in the regional tourney
will be the University of South
Carolina, runners-up in the
South Carolina state meet. The

starting time is set for 10 a.m.
Friday in the Seaton Center.
Other teams bracketed with
EKU are High Point College of
High Point. North Carolina:
Longwood College of Farmvilie,
Virginia; and the University of
Tennessee.
The EKU girls jumped out to

Gymnasts Defend State Championship
The Eastern gymnastics who went into the final event, 98.05; Murray State 63; and
team successfully defended its horizontal bar, with a one point Georgetown, 32.70.
Kentucky intercollegiate title lead.
However,
Eastern
this past weekend with a victory responded by turning in its
EKU's Karl Korade and Bob
in the KIGC meet held at best performance of the year, Sanderson finished first and
Alumni Coliseum.
outscoring UK by 10 points in second, respectively, in the
The EKU gymnasts stood off this event.
pommel horse event and second
a determined challenge by the
The final scores were: and third in the rings event.
University of Kentucky team, Eastern, 107.65; Kentucky, Korade
also
placed

Boyd, Harbut Prepare For NCAA

second on the parallel bars. In
the high bar event, Eastern's
Kim Charleston, Sanderson and
Korade took first; second and
third, respectively.
In the all-around competition,
Korade placed first; Sanderson
second and Bill Sherrill took
fifth place.

V

Three Colonel Trackmen Win Events
Elmo Boyd, Randy Chadwell
and Bill Samuels won their
respective events for the
Eastern track team in the Ohio
State University All-Comers
Meet held last weekend in

Columbus; Ohio.
Boyd, a freshman from Troy,
Ohio, who will be a participant
in the NCAA Indoor Finals in
Detroit, Mich., won the 60-yard
dash in a time of 6.2.

Thinlies Participate
In Ohio State Relays
Several members of the
Eastern track team took part in
the Ohio State University
Relays February 24 in
Columbus, Ohio.
Elmo Boyd, an EKU frosh
from Troy, Ohio, who has
already qualified for the NCAA
Finals, posted a 6.1 in the
preliminaries of the 60 yd. dash.
He ran a 6.2 in the semifinals
but failed to make the finals.
Bill Samuels was clocked in
50.1 in the 440-yard run and ran
a 49.9 in his teg of the mile relay.
Tyrone Harbut, a sophomore
from Lexington who has
qualified for the NCAA in the
600-yd. run, finished fifth in this
event last weekend after winning his preliminary with a time
of 1:12.2. He also added a 48.6
time in his leg of the mile relay.
In the pole vault, Eastern
sophomore Dan Watson finished
fifth with a vault of 14'6".
Entries in the Ohio State All-

Chadwell, a junior from
Worthington, Ohio, took first
place in the 1;000-yard run with
a time of 2:21.7, while Samuels,
a freshman from Pitman, N.J.,
won the 440-yard run with his
clocking of 50.5.
Pole-vaulters Ron Seiter and
Jim Stahlhut tied for third place
with their jump of 14'6". EKU's

a 26-13 lead midway through the
second quarter of the championship game against Murray
and coasted the rest of the way
to win the crown. Bernie Kok. a
freshman
center
from
Louisville's Pleasure Ridge
Park High, paced Eastern in
scoring with 18 points while
Lynn Morris added 12. Their
scoring, along with some strong
inside play by Marcia Sterchi.
fine outside shooting by Vicky
Foley, and tough defense were
the key elements in the
championship vicotry.
Eastern advanced to the title
game by
crushing
the
University of Louisville 60-29

BUCCANEER

and Georgetown College of 64-33
in earlier tournament games.
The EKt* squad, which is
coached by Ellen Johns and
Javene Young, rolled up an 8-1
record during regular season
play. They wont undefeated
against Kentucky competition
as their long setback was a 53-42
loss to the University of Tennessee.
En route to this year's record
Eastern defeated the University
of Cincinnati. Berea College,
the University of Louisville.
Morehead State, the University
of Kentucky. Miami of Ohio.
Marshall University, and the
University of Dayton.

Now!

On ine Purchase Prict Of A New LiverUs. RooM, Or
Volkscycle 10 Speed Bicycle, As Long At Eiiating
Stock Lnt$. At

Tu/ipuo Bicycte WvM
Porter Drive (Behind Jerry's) Richmond Phone 623-7214
Limited To One Purchase. Per Coupon. Per Cuetomer
Offer Expires March 31, 19731

• II

MID-WINTER SPECIAL

FINANCING AYAILADLE
AT STORE
U•n•^^■■•••^••••••M"•••••••••■•••••••••M••,",""",",",,,,,M•",,•,,*"

Condi*rt Tiiwrf Agency

Sat rda

^ » >

200 S. Thira St
Phone 623-4324

THE GREATEST BLOOD-SHOW EVER!

Let us make your Florida hotel or motel reservations for
you-at NO EXTRA COST TO YOU It you can't go to
Florida-call ut and we'll even get you home. If you'd like

Dan Watson finished fifth with a
vault of 14'.
Boyd and Eastern sophomore
Tyrone Harbut will be competing in the NCAA Meet in
Cobo Arena in Detroit, while
other members of the Eastern
squad will be taking part in the
University of Chicago Track
Club Relays this weekend.

to fly-check this deal.

Student Rate Fare

Round-trip via Delta Airlines
only »11400
[ Save the hassle & that long distance Phone bill.
You'll pay nothing extra for your reservations
through us.

Golfers Open

Comers Meet this weekend
include Randy Chadwell, 1000yd. run; Dan Maloney, two-mile
run; Jim Stahlhut, Ron Seiter
and Watson, pole vault; Boyd,
60-yd. dash; and Samuels, 440yd. run.

• Tours

REMEMBER

* Car Rentals

(Continued From Page Six)
respected golf conferences in
the country and any of several
teams is capable of winning the
title."
Presnell did pick Middle

Tennessee as the favorite on the
basis of their fall showing,
having won the Eastern Kentucky Fall Initational and the
Murray State Invitational.

20th Century Fox Presents 2 HAMMER PRODUCTIONS

3 Days Only

CAESARS
ITALIAN RESTORANTE
College Park Center

Giant Gondola Sandwiches
-Clip This This Coupon—

S%3

110 South Second St.

623-54

off on any

PIZZA

»t °*L

&S

We Deliver

-7147

II

WHERE DOES IT HURT?

Open: 4 p.m.-12 Midnight Sun. thru Thurs.
Open: 4 p.m.-i a.m. Fit and Sat

/^-

McDonald's
introduces
the great big,
thick,
hotjuicy
Quarter-Pounder.
i*

McDonald's

.•«

-I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.-I

*

■ i

Richmond, Ky.

Specializing In HOMEMADE ITALIAN PIZZA

"The Best Pizza In Town"
&*

.

(Next To Convenient Food Mart)

ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE
^x

Under 22

Lexington-Ft Lauderdale

r

i rw'""i' ("-*••••'***

uypass

.

I

/»• **

r
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Touring Ten Universities

Presnell Building Opened
To Service Athletics

Woman General Presents Scholarship

luncheon
Tuesday.
"I hive never regretted my noon
Eastern
head
football
coach
decision to come to Eastern and
Roy
Kidd
was
the
featured
these past 26 years have been
very enjoyable for me and my speaker at the event.
Immediately following the
family," remarked Gleni
luncheon,
guests toured the new
Presnell Tuesday on the ocfacility
located
on Paul Van
casion of open house at the
Hoose
Drive
beyond the
Presnell Building, Eastern*s
Donaldson
Service
Complex.
newly constructed service
The
Presnell
Building
was
structure for EKU's football
designed
to
serve
Eastern's
two
and intramural programs.
practice
football
fields
and
the
Presnell and his family were
10
intramural
fields
composing
guests ol the university at a
the Thomas E. McDonough
complex. Football locker and
shower rooms, a training room,
rest rooms and storage, office
and lecture areas are enclosed
in the structure. An equipment
check-out area is located to the
side nearest the intramural
fields to serve the students who
Amidst complaints from participate in the intramural
some students, hassles with program.
Presnell came to Eastern in
groups' agents, and booking
problems, Skip Daugherty feels 1947 after an illustrious college
that the Center Board has come and professional career which
up with two acts that will excite saw the swift halfback make
and satisfy Eastern students. Ail-American and All-Pro
Bob Hope and Stephen Stills honors. He served eight years
have recently been signed for as athletic director and ten
seasons as head football coach.
upcoming concerts.
He continues to serve the
Long regarded as one of
university
as golf coach, a task
America's most talented
he
has
handled
for the past 16
(Continued From Page One)
comedians and entertainers,
years,
although
he
retired from
Bob Hope will perform in
Haruiv s lirst experience with
Alumni Coliseum on Wednesday the Eastern faculty in 1972.
the police was when he was 15.
Presnell's wife, the former He was hitchin' from Springnight, March 28. Accompanying
Hope in the show will be the Lizbeth Gehrling of Ironton, field to Columbus. On the
rock group, the Ides of March, Ohio; his son. Danny, and his interstate a policeman pulled
and Mary Travers, from Peter, wife. Patsy; and their two him over and "I tried to tell five
Paul, and Mary. Tickets for the children, David Glenn and lies at the same time," he says.
Bob Hope show will be $4, $5, Danny Alan, were in at- The lies
prompted
the
and $6 for students and $5, $6 tendance.
policeman to think he was a
and $7 for non-students . All
runaway, and he subsequently,
seats will be reserved.
tailed Randy's parents to check
On April 11, Stephen Stills will Deltas Schedule
him out. "Other policemen"
says Randy, "only tell you to
bring his Manassas band into
Alumni Coliseum. Formerlyget on the ramps not on the
with the Buffalo Springfield and Scholarship Dance road." He feels, "If you follow
Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
the rules and stay on the ramps
Bobby Lanz and The Soul they won't bother you."
Young, Stephen Stills is one of
the ttiggest names in popular Celtics will be featured at Delta
When Linda was in high
music. Tickets for Stephen Stills Sigma Theta's second annual school, she was once picked up
and Manassas will be $2 for scholarship dance. The dance at 3 a.m. She'd violated a
students and $4 for the general will be from 9-1 a.m., Friday, curfew and was taken downMarch 23, in the Keene Johnson town. But now
it doesn't
public.
Daugherty feels that these Ball Room tickets may be happen to me any more."
two concerts will appeal to a purchased in advance from any
Before starting his New
member
of
the
sorority
fee
$2.00
Orleans
trip, Donald and a
larger majority of students than
Tickets
will
be
$3.00
at
the
door.
previous concerts have.
friend were "tryuig to get to the

Bob Hope
To Appear

Top Brass

Brigadier General Mildred
•O Bailey presents Ronna
Graham a four year ROTC
Scholarship

Hitchhiking; Way There
main highway" and were
stopped. Donald says, "The
policeman asked me if we were
runaways, checked our bags,
ran an AWOL check on us, then
gave us a ride out to the expressway."
___
If you're at first paranoid as
Donald was, if Jesus freaks are
bad and require big, theological
discussions as Linda has experienced, or if as Randy feels
both hitchhikers and the people
picking them up take chances,
why do they continue hitchin'?
Randy summerized his enjoyment based on people's
reactions. He says, "I notice
people a lot, even how they
drive."
Hitchhiking is an intellectual,
learning experience. And
Donald Boling gives the
prospective hitchhiker the
following advice-"you gotta
keep your cool-hitchin' takes
patience."

However General Bailey
Girl's
ROTC
program
explained
that the women over
recently received one of the
the
past
years
have been true
•"top brass." Brigadier General
volunteers.
"They
have had no
Mildred C. Bailey, Director of
obligation
of
any
kind.
We are
Women's Army Corps visited
going
to
look
to
our
women
to
Eastern last Friday while
touring ten universities across make more of a contribution to
the nation which offer ROTC the Army's mission in these
years ahead. Our contribution is
training to women.
'
While-she was here General our volunteer experience. We
Bailey presented a four year know that we can use more
scholarship to Miss Ronna women."
She added, "For example,
Graham, a freshman from
Okinawa. Miss Graham ex- when we first decided in July ot
plained that to qualify for the last year to begin an immediate
scholarship she had to take a program of building up the
test, physical examination, and strength of women in the Army
of course, be enrolled in the and we already had a program
but it was going to be delayed for
ROTC program.
Miss Graham explained her a two year period. It was a
interest in the ROTC program. smaller number than we
"I've been around the military decided on in July of last year."
all my life. I like what I've seen
Jobs Evaluated
and kppw the advantage of the
Army. The ROTC courses give
you a pretty good background of
General Bailey explained that
what the Army life would be at that time there were 19,000
like."
jobs in the Army that were
However Miss Graham holds evaluated as interchangeable
some dissatisfactions with the jobs. "We only had 12,400
program. "I don't like the women on active duty."
drilling. One semester is
Instructions were sent out to
enough. The second semester all Army bases to find out what
and on to the second year gets jobs must be filled with men
rather repetitious." A nursing only, women only, and those
student, Miss Graham wants to that would be classified as ingo into the Medical Corps.
terchangeable.
The General, with thirty
First Year For Women
years Army experience, exThis is the first year that plained that right now the Army
women have been able to enroll is
in
the
process
of
in the ROTC program which reorganization for a peace-time
offers some a chance of situation, as opposed to a warreceiving a commission into the time situation. She stated that
Army and possibly a ROTC the military is trying to "accomplish national defense with
scholarship also.
"We opened this program last a tighter organization-fewer
year because we wanted to give people to do the job that are
equal opportunity to women, to trained people, we hope."
include
competing
for
scholarships," said General
Women In Combat
Bailey.
She also spoke of the needs of
The General explained that
the
Army emphasizing that a
one of the advantages is a
certain
amount of men are
"current experience factor of
needed
to
man divisions for
volunteerism.
None of the
combat.
"Of
course, we feel
armed forces have had a really
true volunteer experience since that neither the American
public, nor our members in
the 1930's because the true
volunteer in recent years has Congress, nor our military
leaders feel that it is necessary
hopn very rare indeed."

training for the men and the
women must be separate."
However the basic training is
the only time that the men and
women are separated. As of
now. once that is completed
there is no separate training.
She explained. "The women and
the men go. to the schools, in
advanced individual training,
the service schools, the noncommissioned officer
academies, the War Collegesright across the board the men
and women are taking the same
training."

or desirable to put our women
deliberately into direct confrontation with the enen my.
It could very well happen with
all of the jobs that we will be
doing that we will be endangered. We could inadvertently find ourselves in
direct confrontation with the
enemy." said General Bailey.
Receive

Separate

Training

General Bailey also pointed
out that the only time that men
and women are separated
during training is during the
eight weeks of basic training.
"The only thing left in the Army
that is separate for the women
in the way of training is the
eight week period of basic
training. We have evaluated
that and we are still ev
valuating. We feel this period of

She added, "I have never felt
more optimistic about the
contribution that our women
can make to the armed forces in
the years ahead and with tru ly
equal opportunity for our young
women in every way."

Bluegrass Forensic Hosts
Ten State Universities
of the various speaking acTwenty-two colleges and
tivities offered during the
universities representing ten
tournament, winning the
different states attended the
Sweepstakes Trophy. In adBluegrass Invitational Forensic
Tournament held on Eastern's dition, Jeff Longford from UK
campus last weekend.
was awarded the "Dr. Robert
One hundred and seventy- R.
Martin
Outstanding
eight students from these Speaker" trophy for acvarious campuses participated cumulating
Ihe
greatest
in varsity and novice debate as number of speaker points in
well as the activities of oratory, debate.
extemporaneous speaking, oral
Georgetown College won
interpretation of poetry,. in- three trophies in Extemterpretative duos, and oral poraneous speaking, Oratory,
interpretation of prose.
and Oral Interpretation of
In varsity debate, trophies Poetry. Ball State University
were awarded to Ball State won four trophies in InterUniversity, first place Western pretative Duos, and Oral
Kentucky University, second Interpretation of Prose and
place to the University of North Poetry. Clemson University
Carolina, Virginia Military won a trophy in Oral InterInstitute, third place. In novice pretation of Poetry. The
debate, Washington & Lee University of North Carolina
University, won first place, won three trophies in ExtemIndiana University-Purdure poraneous Speaking, Oral
University, took second place, Interpretation of Prose, and
and third place was awarded to Oratory. The University tf
Ball State University.
Kentucky won three trophies m
Overall, the University of Extemporaneous Speaking,
Kentucky accumulated the Oratory, and Interpretative
highest number of points in all Duos.
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